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baby can be overwhelming. To help make the solution easier, creator and director #CarseatFullstop Lee Miller shares her 5 favorite toddler locations. Top tip Try to keep your baby in their infant seat up to 13kg or 75cm. However, once they can sit unaided (about 6 months), it is advisable to move them into one of the baby's safe rear seats below. Your goal
should be to keep your toddler back face as long as possible as it is much safer for their developing body. ALSO SEE: Swedish child safety heading to South Africa We recommend these children's car seats Axkid Minikid R7 999, Greendot Baby Boutique, Axkid'A Suitable up to 25 kg or 125cm (about 6 years) Why this place? The Axkid Minikid is compact
and can be mounted with a 3-point seat belt and lower cables, making it suitable for almost every car. There is an extra wedge adjustment angle you can buy if your car has very steep seats. It passes the strictest crash test in the world, the Swedish plus Test, and is safe to use at the rear with a seat belt until your child is 25kg or 125 cm. Of all the child car
seats, Axkid seats are the longest. The lids use zippers and press studs to keep it firmly in place on the seat, machine-edged at 30 degrees Celsius and easy to remove and replace. Five favorite features: 7 headrest levels, which means the seat grows with your child. Unique automatic headrest and harness - every time you put your child in the car. 5 recline
position means that your toddler is always safe and comfortable. Axkid Side Impact Protection (ASIP) - in addition to deep side wings. Automatic tension of the lower strap provides the most solid installation. BeSafe and Chi Kid X2 R7 999, Kids Emporium, #CarseatFullstop Suitable up to 18kg or 105cm (about 4 years) Why this place? BeSafe and qi Kid is
an award-winning venue with an integrated isofix base. It passes the most rigorous crash test in the world, the Swedish plus Test, and is safe to use at the rear with a seat belt until your child is 18kg or 105cm. Isofix hands are customized to provide the best legroom for your child or provide more space for the person in front of the seat. Five favorite features:
a patented front brace that mechanically locks the seat for Installation. When your baby falls asleep, the lying position can be adjusted while he is in the chair. The smart belt system holds the harness to the side. The vent in the back of the seat keeps your baby cool on these hot, sweaty days. Days. Indicators show that the seat is safely installed. Maxi Cosi
2Way Pearl From R4 750, #CarseatFullstop, Kids Living (can only be used with Maxi Cosi 2wayFix or 3wayFix base - from R3 750 Suitable to 18 kg or 105 cm (about 4 years) Why this place? 2Way Pearl was the first i-size compatible seat on the Maxi Cosi range. Remains open, so you can easily get the kids in and out. So if you purchased a base with a
baby seat, you only need to buy the seat itself. Maxi Cosi offers a lifetime guarantee for all its registered products (conditions and conditions apply). Axkid Move R6 500, Greendot Baby Boutique, Axkid-A fits up to 25 kg or 125 cm (about 6 years) Why this place? Axkid Move is the most affordable premium extended rear seat in the South African market. It
also passes the most rigorous crash test in the world, the Swedish Plus Test. Like the Axkid seat, it allows the rear cladding to be harnessed until your baby is 25kg or 125cm - another of the toddler's longest seats. Five favorite features: The most affordable Swedish Plus test seat on the market. Best for cars. Compact assembly, 3-point seat belt and lower
tether setup, wedge angle are available for purchase for cool car seats. Deep side wings and side impact protection Axkid (ASIP). Its seat covers are soft to the touch, zippers and press studs keep it fitted, it's easy to remove and replace, and the machine washes at 30 degrees Celsius. It's easy to install and incredibly safe. Safeway Polar R3 500, Baby City,
Wheel Well Suitable aged 6 months to 10-12 years (1.5 m high) Multi-stage seats are recommended only in case of serious financial restrictions. A seat specifically designed for your baby's height, weight and developmental stage is a much safer option. Safeway is the only available car seat range that #CarseatFullstop trusts its safety. We admire the
company's commitment and commitment to the safest places for South African children. NPO Wheel Well in Gauteng has seen thousands of used seats over 7 years of operation, and the durability and reliability of Safeway seats makes them our first choice. Why this place? Safeway Polar is a unique offering in the South African market. He for families
whose budgets can only apply to one place after the infant stage. The seat offers rear cladding up to 18kg or 105cm, forward forward 2 years to 18 kg or 105 cm, forward face extended use use use to use up to 25 kg or 115 cm if the top is strapped, and a full rear steering seat up to 1.5 m high. Five favorite features: Advanced rear cladding. This affordable
seat allows you to keep your baby's back face to 18kg or 105cm. If your car has a top point tether, you can use a 5-point strap when forwarding in front of up to 25kg or 115cm. Seat. When your child outgrows the seat belt, the seat turns into a full back, seat belt positioning steering seat until your child can safely use the vehicle's seat belt alone at 1.5m tall
(10 to 12 years old). 3 options for reclineing both in baby mode and in booster mode. Join a group #CarseatFullstop Facebook for free tips on which car seat is the best choice for you. Mandy is the founder and director of the National Initiative to Raise Awareness of Car Seats #CarseatFullstop and is recognized as one of two car seat experts in South Africa.
She has contributed to her as an expert car seat for projects with the government of the Western Cape, Volvo, Ford, Mama Magic, as well as all premium car seat brands. She often shares her knowledge on radio, television, print and online magazines and newspapers. Mandy is always available to guide families on choosing the safest places for their
children on all their #CarseatFullstop platforms. She lives in Cape Town with her husband and their 5-year-old daughter Charlotte Rose. You can find out more about Mandy Lee Miller here. 1 Table Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 31
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